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Quantum 2 heat mirror windows

Considering a window project? It's time to learn about the benefits of heat-looking windows. What are heat-looking windows? Heat Mirror windows are an advanced consuling system that uses state-of-the-art glazing to secure special, lightweight movies between glass panes. The ribbons are coated with tiny particles of
metal to create a crane finish. The spaces between the films are referred to as storage rooms. The mirror films reflect UV light and sun heat, but allow visible light to pass through the window. The ribbons reflect solar heat and light away from the windows. This keeps your home cooler during the summer months when
there is more daylight and stronger sun rays. Heat-looking windows can be made with one, two or three films to create between two and four storage rooms. The insulation cells between the films are filled with inert gas, such as krypton or organization, to provide additional layers of insulation. This insulation keeps cold
air outside and heat inside your home during colder months. The start-up effect also prevents a form from being engaged on the windows. The number of films and type of gas used in rooms can affect the window's R values. R value is the measure of a material's ability to enter; The more movies and cells in the window,
the higher the R-value.A the higher the R-value means greater performance. According to Eastman, a window manufacturer showing heat, some of the brown mirror glass options boast an R-value of 20. It's better than a few walls. Get windows showing quantum2 heat and our life, no-nonsense warranty. Fill out our
evaluation form today. The history of heat windows shows Heat Mirror technology was first developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in the late 1970s. The idea was to harness solar energy by manipulating the amount of sunlight transmitted through window glass. The first Heat Mirror windows came
on the market in 1983, courtesy of Southwell Technologies. The March 1984 edition of Popular Science had two cover stories - Apple's big 32-bit Mini Mac, and the thinking window turns off the sun when it's heat. As Heat Mirror window technology has evolved, heat-reflective glass is designed to block UV rays and keep
heat out of the house during summer but indoors during winter. In November 1999, Popular Science called the Mirror Heat Windows one of the top 100 inventions of the millennium. In 2016 and 2017, Kensington HPP - the exclusive fabricator of Heat Mirror vinyl windows in the United States - saw its high-performance
Heat Mirror windows win the most effective Energy Star award. Mirrored heat windows can now be found at the Empire State Building and the Princess Elizabeth Antarctic Polar Research Station as well as homes around the world. Heat-looking windows vs. traditional windows Quantum 2 series vinyl switch By Long
Windows they step over the traditional window design. Consider the Heat Mirror windows in your window replacement project: the reduced increase in sun heat during the summer months keeps homes cooler in summer. A drop in heat during the winter months heats up homes in winter. UV blocking reduces fading to
flooring, upholstery and other household items. Moisture resistance protects window decoration and walls from moisture damage. Reduced voice transmission keeps noise and improves homeowners' privacy. Brown mirror vinyl windows are easy to clean, open and close seamlessly, stay without maintenance and look
great, too. Past windows just can't compete. Heat Mirror Window Recommendations: Take their word for itLong Windows is proud to offer high quality quantum 2 heat mirror vinyl replacement windows. These replacement windows include the long Windows lifetime no-nonsense warranty, which covers materials, parts,
and work. Some of our customers discussed the benefits of mirror heat windows with us:The Lucy family from Fairfax, Virginia told us that ... We didn't want to have a cold, freezing house in the winter. We entertain a lot, and when people came in, they said, wow, it's really hot in here! Usually frozen! I thought, well, you
never said that before... Heat Mirror's product is so phenomenal. When we looked at the alternatives, it was the most economical for us, given the product we wanted. We wanted a very high-quality window. The Raffaello family noted that... The windows have made the house much more comfortable! You can go straight
to the window, and the sun comes through, but you can't feel the sun. So it keeps it cool, that's for sure. See more heat-looking recommendations now. Ready to change your windows? Replace your inefficient windows this year. Long Windows can make your home more comfortable, more energy efficient and also more
attractive. That's a good threesome! Get windows showing quantum2 heat and our life, no-nonsense warranty. Fill out our evaluation form today. Interested in New Long Roof? See our special offers now. When you buy replacement windows, you want to know what features you get at the intended price point. Quantum 2
windows manufactured by Kensington Glass are vinyl products known for high performance, good looks and reliability. The two main types of Quantum 2 windows are brown mirror glass and low E glass double pane. Compare these options to help you decide which one is right for your home. Brown Mirror Glass
Quantum 2 Windows The main purpose of heat technology shows is to improve the thermal performance of the window. The handmade design is also designed to add beauty to your home, inside and inside. These windows have a limited warranty for breaking glass for life. They're so reliable that the Empire State
Building recently had its all. Upgraded Heat Mirror Glass.The benefits of installing heat-looking glass windows in your home include: superior insulation: rated at R-5.9, brown mirror glass windows have 40 percent more power insulation than double low panel E windows. Additional insulation means greater heating and
cooling efficiency for lower energy bills and a more comfortable place at the end of the year. Additional UV rays are blocked: A unique feature of brown mirror glass is the use of suspended film technology. This allows windows to block 10 percent more UV rays than low E windows in a dual pane. With an impressive
99.5% blocked UV rays, these windows offer industry-leading dimming protection that helps carpet, upholstery and window covers keep their colours vibrant. Noise insulation: While organizing gas and krypton between panes is primarily used to reduce heat transfer, these dense gases also make the windows more
opaque. This helps block noise levels from the outside so that your internal activities don't interfere. Two low pane E Quantum 2 Windows Most windows today have two glass panes to improve insulation. The addition of a low E coating improves efficiency to help you get a bigger bang for your money. The advantages of
installing Double Pane Low E windows at home include: a more constant temperature: the main purpose of a low E coating is to reflect heat back to its source. This means the sun's heat is reflected outward in summer and the heat from inside your home is reflected in winter. Low E coating also reflects solar radiation,
helping to keep the face cool during summer. Noise isolation: Double Pane Low E windows are great at blocking external noise compared to single-pane windows. However, they are not soundproofed as glass windows show heat because they lack the gas filling feature. If you would like to explore more about these two
types of Quantum 2 windows, please contact us for a free quote of installing Quantum 2 windows today. Today's homeowners know that window change involves more than just a trip to a hardware store. Your choice will have an impact for a long time on the comfort of your family while changing the look of your home.
Add an elegant garden, bay or arch window and bring extended panoramic views of the exterior into your home. Kensington HPP Quantum2 windows operated by KensingtonGlass™ are designed to keep you cool in summer by reflecting sunny heat and warmer in winter by keeping the furnace warm indoors. Quantum2
windows are designed using the best materials in the industry – available in a wide range of colors, styles and interior/exterior designs. Designed to give you an exceptional combination of appearance, reliability, performance and energy efficiency, Quantum2 windows and doors are the only choice where quality can't
take back space to rise. All Quantum2 Windows Backed by a lifetime limited warranty and glass breakage. Benefits: Powered by Kensington Glass with suspended film technology to boost thermal performance R-5.6 full frame hanging windows * Increases indoor comfort – Warmer in winter cooler in summer 99.5% UV
protection to reduce fading Helps improve home energy efficiency And reduced lifelong limited warranty and glass breaking features: Frame and anters filled with foam to provide additional insulation welded frames and anters for air and tight water Unifying elegant sloping exterior for extra pavement appeal easy to clean ,
vinyl surfaces without maintenance Double weather stripping vinyl surfaces, reinforced interlock prevents air and heavy water intrusions, a striking aluminum screen frame with fiberglass screen mesh deters holes and tears Kensington HPP's full line of alternative windows and vinyl including double hanging, picture

window, indicators, casements and patio doors. The line comes in a variety of colors and the lynation of wood in two basic embossing colors. Several glass and retidal options are available, and The Co has plenty of high-end options, according to the company. Energy-efficient features: The Quantum product line is
available with two-pane glass and also with Eastman's brown-looking ribbon. Windows achieve U values as low as 0.13 and offer a wide range of solar heat coefficient values from .13 to 0.5 combined with U values from .29 to .13. .13.
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